Mylor Neighbourhood Development Plan
Minutes of the meeting held on 28 November 2018 7pm in the Tremayne Hall, Mylor Bridge
Present: David Lansdowne (Chairman), Michael Brougham (Vice Chairman), Pat Willmore,
Tim Brighton, Jan Robson, Jeni Fraser, James Robinson, Jonathan Griffin, Nicholas Trefusis,
John Killick
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Chairman’s introduction – David Lansdowne
Following the recent Parish Council meeting to approve the budget 4
Councillors have resigned. The Parish Council is nevertheless carrying on as
normal. Jan Robson explained the procedure for filling vacancies.
A lot has been happening since the last SG meeting: stakeholder meetings, a
presentation to the Parish Council ‘one year on’, and representation at the
Christmas Fair in Mylor Bridge not to mention the work being carried on by the
groups.
The recently published NALC paper describing various challenges to approved
neighbourhood plans is of concern but is no reason to lose morale.
The NDP group has been able to assist the Parish Council with a more informed
response to two recent planning applications. Blue Cedar’s application to
extend the age restricted development at Cogos Park is under pressure from the
Affordable Housing Team at Cornwall Council although 100% affordable
properties is an unrealistic expectation. Unfortunately this site would, if
granted permission, use one of the SHLAA designated sites. An application for a
site at the top of Bells Hill could open the way for development of the fields to
either side and behind. Both of these applications serve to illustrate the
planning pressure that Mylor is under and the need to get the plan completed
and approved as soon as possible.
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Apologies for Absence
Beccy Brougham, Jill Quilliam
Declarations of Interest.
None
Record of previous meeting and Administration points and matters arising –
Pat Willmore
Proposed MB : the minutes of the meeting held on 19 September 2018 be
approved and signed by David Lansdowne as a true record of proceedings.
Seconded NT
Agreed unanimously.
Figures showing the total expenditure on the plan to date have been obtained
from the Parish Clerk. 2 grants have been received totalling £8944. Expenditure
to date totals £5236.42 leaving a balance of £3707.58. In addition £5000 has
been ringfenced by the Parish Council for the plan. The figures received are bare
and the Parish Clerk has been asked to supply copy invoices so that a proper
financial statement can be prepared.
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Action from 31 Oct presentation to the Parish Council on Community Land
Trust Proposals – Update from James Robinson
James R had previously circulated a draft document- attached to the minutes outlining suggestions for forming a housing implementation group (HIG) to
convert the objectives of the plan into reality – especially housing. The
recommendation is that the Parish Council will commission this body,

PW/JR/DL

comprising Parish Councillors and willing volunteers from the community, to
work with CCLT to develop housing in the Parish and to scrutinise local planning
applications and advise the Parish Council on compliance.
Good reasons for addressing this at this stage are so that it is ready to move as
soon as the NDP is ratified and to tap into £60million of national funding which
is available now but on a first come first served basis. The HNS identified a
substantial need.
There is a draft TOR for the HIG appended to the document.
It was recommended that a meeting should take place in December with Jan
Robson, David Lansdowne, Jeni Fraser, Michael Brougham, James Robinson,
Jonathan Griffin, Pat Willmore and representatives from CCLT/Andrew George.
Proposed: MB This excellent piece of work should be forwarded to the Parish
Council for consideration at its next meeting in January and a meeting attended
by those named above be organised for December.
Seconded: JG
Agreed unanimously.
MB was conscious of the need for the Housing Group to manage resources and
maintain continuity whilst the plan is still in development. JG and JR reassured
him on this point.
JK asked whether Andrew George has a political agenda and was reassured that
this is not the case.
b,c

JamesR/
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Final 2018 consultation action – Groups to define Policies
Programme & templates for writing NDP paper, including research and writing
support – Michael Brougham
MB circulated copies of the project timeline showing that the plan is a bit
behind schedule. The Policy Options Conference should now take place at the
end of January. This will provide the core of the plan around which everything
else is written. The final draft plan conference should take place in April/May
after which the statutory consultation obligations will begin. It is hoped that
the group will have finished its part of the process by July when the plan is
handed to the Parish Council.
MB circulated a document entitled ‘Writing the Plan – Some Proposals’ attached
to the minutes. This sets out the main elements and an example of a core layout
taken from Milland NDP. The plan should flow from the Vision Statement
through the Objectives to the Policies. Implementation needs careful thought
but should the proposal of a HIG be accepted then that will go much of the way.
Few NDPs have needed to have a full Strategic Environmental Assessment and
this group is fortunate in having high quality work carried out by Pat Farrell’s
Environment Group.
MB is to have a meeting with Jane Moss to consider the best format to put to
JM/MB
the public and a provisional vision statement. The Milland plan has much to
recommend it by keeping the ‘referendum’ plan focussed and uncluttered.
Essential maps to go into the text whilst the majority of maps/plans etc can go
into appendices. A document setting out a guideline digest of policies (from
other approved plans including Milland) will be put into dropbox as soon as it is MB
ready.
The January policy conference will start to bring objectives/policies together.
Should some policies appear not to have a consultative evidence basis we can
use the statistically viable focus group.
JG considered January to be rather a tight timescale to complete the work
required so it was accepted that this event will be a ‘step’ meeting. He also
made the point that it is vital to try to have a policy to cover all eventualities.
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Once the policies are drafted some technical tasks are required particularly the
crucial requirement to ensure that the policies comply with planning law. A lot
of work but there are many resources to assist.
A schedule of monthly meetings up until July would be appreciated by the
group.
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Housing
Nothing to add beyond 5c
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Environment, AONB and Heritage - Pat Farrell
No report – PF is very well advanced with the work.
Work on dropbox
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Economy – Nicholas Trefusis
Nothing to report
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Transport and Accessibility update – Tim Brighton
Nothing to report. A meeting is scheduled for early December.
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Facilities, Societies and Education - Sophie McGannity
No report
NT reported that there is plenty of central government funding available for
building a new school according to Sarah Newton MP. Neither Mylor school is
fit for purpose.
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Dates of Next Meetings:
26 January 2019 2pm
20 February
7pm
20 March
7pm
17 April
7pm
22 May
7pm
19 June
7pm
24 July
7pm
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Tremayne Hall Main Hall
Tremayne Hall Pope Room
Tremayne Hall Pope Room
Tremayne Hall Pope Room
Tremayne Hall Pope Room
Tremayne Hall Pope Room
Tremayne Hall Pope Room

Chairman’s Closing Remarks
Very productive meeting. Lots of work to do.
Meeting closed at 8.50
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